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CHANGING THE CULTURAL FABRIC OF CAMPUS
t h e  f i r s t  w o r d
As La Salle prepares to celebrate the 
45th anniversary of the first class of full-
time undergraduate women entering 
the University and the installation of  
Colleen M. Hanycz, Ph.D., this fall  
as La Salle’s first female President,  
Marianne Salmon Gauss, ’74, MBA ’87, 
a member of that first class in 1970, sat 
down with her daughter, Regina Gauss 
Kosiek, ’01, to talk about the legacy  
of La Salle’s decision to become coed.
Gauss: For me, La Salle’s decision 
to go coed was life-changing. I wanted  
to go to a Catholic college, and now  
I could. That first year, fewer than  
150 women were admitted. Along  
with transfer students and Graduate  
Religion students, these newly enrolled  
undergraduates boosted the female 
student population at La Salle up to 
8.8 percent of the whole student body.
For La Salle, bringing women to 
campus brought more richness and 
diversity of opinion. It made the 
campus current and prepared their 
students for the world they were 
entering—a world of more gender 
equality and cultural diversity.
Kosiek: I can’t imagine there not 
being women on La Salle’s campus. I 
was raised here. I remember coming  
to campus with you to drop off papers,  
eating ice cream in the Brothers’  
Residence, watching soccer games 
with Dad.
Gauss: The reality is that the 
relationships are what make this place 
special, and, if you’re lucky, they’re  
almost familial. And no one holds  
you to higher standards than your  
family. In its own way, La Salle’s a very 
comfortable place, but it’s also a place 
where challenges are issued because 
they want to get the best out of you. 
You’re not coddled.
Kosiek: When I look at  
it now, this was absolutely  
the right choice for me.  
La Salle gave the space  
to figure out what I  
wanted to do and what  
I needed to do. Society  
has changed. I know  
the reason that I felt  
there were very few  
barriers for me is because  
the women in the generations  
ahead of me fought for these  
things and pushed and refused  
to take no for an answer. I look to 
the first classes of women at La Salle  
as doing a lot of that work. I was 
encouraged to ask “the impertinent 
questions,” as (late Director of the 
University Honors Program) John 
Grady would say.
Gauss: Yes, you were, and I think  
that’s consistent with the mission. 
Colleen Hanycz’s presidency is a first,  
and like so many other firsts, it seems  
bigger than it is. It is a big deal. Having 
a new President installed, a new point 
of view, a leader who is not a Christian 
Brother, is all a big deal, but, as a family, 
La Salle will welcome Colleen and her 
family. And as long as we continue to be 
who we are, it will be almost seamless  
because we continue to be people who 
welcome people, to educate people, to 
have human relationships with people.
Every other change La Salle has ever 
made has led the school into better  
territory, and they always made those  
changes because, pragmatically, it was  
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“ For La Salle, bringing women to campus brought more 
richness and diversity of opinion.”
—Marianne Salmon Gauss, ’74, MBA ’87
the right thing to do and the right 
time to do it, which goes right back to 
very beginnings of Lasallian education  
in the 1600s. St. John Baptist de  
La Salle was ahead of his time with his  
philosophy, and he endured criticism 
in his lifetime, but he knew what had  
to be done and stood firm in those  
beliefs. And the result is this tremendous 
legacy that is even stronger now, more 
than 300 years later. 
Gauss is an assistant professor of 
management and leadership at La Salle 
and was the first female President of 
La Salle’s Alumni Association. Kosiek 
is Associate Director of University 
Ministry and Service at La Salle.
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CHANGING THE CULTURAL FABRIC OF CAMPUS
In summer 1970, La Salle prepared for a moment that 
would change its history. The institution was about to 
deviate from a design that had been in place for more  
than a century—not unlike today, as Colleen M. Hanycz, 
Ph.D., settles into her new office in the Peale House as  
the University’s 29th President, the very first woman  
to lead La Salle. 
This time 45 years ago, a few dozen young women  
readied themselves to settle into a new environment  
as well. Soon, they would take their places in the class- 
room as the first full-time female undergraduate day 
students at La Salle.
It was a time filled with excitement and uncertainty. 
Some were concerned that this change would alter 
the very fabric of La Salle—an institution that had 
educated only men for 107 years. It did. It’s bound the 
community at La Salle even closer together and added 
some new flourishes to its rich heritage. 
In the pages that follow, a few of those first young 
women and the faculty and staff members who 
witnessed their arrival recall the beginning of a new 
thread in La Salle’s storied history.
c o v e r  s t o r y
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Diane Bones, ’75: Just look at photos from that 1971 to 
1975 era and you’ll see how the world was transforming 
from button-down to tie-dye, and La Salle was right there 
in all its colorful, rebellious glory. For me, La Salle was 
pulsating with interesting, vibrant individuals who were 
involved in art, technology, sports, philosophy, women’s 
rights, racial equality, and peace movements.
Tina Halpin, ’76: It was an exciting time; not only were 
we in college, but it was the time of the Equal Rights 
Amendment, the Vietnam War, and consciousness-raising.  
We were going through our own experience of figuring  
out who we were, and so was the country.
And so was La Salle. After a meeting of the international 
chapter of the Christian Brothers in 1966, the rules that 
prohibited Brothers from teaching women were revised 
on a local basis. This change opened the door for women’s 
admittance to La Salle’s Evening Division in spring 1967.
In 1969, President Brother Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., kept  
the process moving by creating a “Committee on Co-Education,”  
which was chaired by Brother Emery Mollenhauer, F.S.C.,  
Ph.D., and included faculty, students, and two administrators.
Summarizing the committee’s historic recommendation at the 
time, Br. Emery said, “To seek to continue our identity as an 
ONLINE 
EXTRAS
For an extended version of the cover story, additional 
photos and Female Firsts at La Salle, and reflections 
on how women made their way onto La Salle’s faculty 
and into the curriculum, visit lasalle.edu/magazine.
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GauSS, ’74, MBA ’87
all-male college would be to perpetuate an anachronism. On 
educational grounds alone—and what other reason can be  
offered for our existence—the case for coeducation is incontestable.”
Br. Emery (Provost emeritus and former Dean of the 
Evening Division and associate professor of English):  
The first women came in when I was Evening Dean. I tried  
to get them (admitted) in ’62, actually, but that didn’t  
work. We had to go to our Provincial then. This gets 
slightly complicated. The Christian Brothers had an old 
rule—you could not teach women. At least you weren’t 
supposed to. … It’s a way-back French thing. It’s been  
changed, obviously… It was one of those things; it was kind  
of inevitable for survival.
Br. Charles Gresh (former Director of Housing and Dean  
of Students): Some Brothers were opposed to it. They  
felt that, you know, we had gotten along 100-plus years  
without coeducation and there was no reason why we couldn’t 
get on without it. However, on the other side of the coin,  
it was a must point of view from admissions, growth, and  
programs. All over the nation, of course, things were changing.
John Rossi (professor emeritus of history and author 
of Living the Promise: A History of La Salle University): 
Well, it turned out to be the salvation of the school in a way. 
I mean, I don’t know whether we would have survived as  
a single-sex school.
However, it wasn’t just about fiscal stability and boosting 
enrollment; the majority of students wanted to expand their 
horizons. In 1968, 82 percent of La Salle students surveyed 
said they favored coeducation.
The campus was ready for a change, and then-President  
Br. Daniel was ready to lead the way as La Salle embarked  
on a new era. The institution fully opened its doors to women  
for the first time in September 1970—a decision that was  
years in the making.
“While the full impact of the decision on all of the programs  
is not completely clear, the general prospect seems to be a happy 
one for most of the campus,” Br. Daniel said at the time. “The 
coeds, we believe, are going to make significant contributions  
to the quality of academic and social life at La Salle.” 
That fall, La Salle welcomed 837 freshmen to campus—138 
of them were La Salle’s first full-time female undergraduate 
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BR. ChaRLeS GReSh, 
F.S.C., ’55
Tina HaLpin, ESq., ’76
BR. EmeRy MoLLenhaueR,  
F.S.C., Ph.D.
John RoSSi, Ph.D., ’58
day students. Most of these young women didn’t see themselves 
as groundbreakers or game-changers; they wanted to further 
themselves and find their place, on campus and in the world.
Marianne Salmon Gauss, ’74: I didn’t see it as a huge, scary  
thing. I just saw it as something I’d have to overcome. … 
I don’t think most of us would consider ourselves women’s 
libbers. We were just pretty independent, but I don’t think 
we came to La Salle to change the world and to get our 
rights back. I think we wanted an education, and that may  
have looked like women’s lib to the men, but my perception 
of most of the women I knew was that it was their way  
of just getting their own. 
Bones: Even though I came from an all-female high school 
atmosphere, I wasn’t all that intimidated by the guys. 
In fact, to be truthful, it was fun to suddenly be in the 
minority. ... Male students always treated me well. ... Even 
though women were in the minority, we were welcomed. 
And we found each other—the ladies’ room on the third 
floor of the Union served as a refuge for women students 
when we needed a break from the “all-boy band!”
Joan Mancini Fitzpatrick, ’74: From the very first day  
at La Salle, I felt right at home. I was one of the few girls 
from a public high school and was used to coed classes,  
so it was not too intimidating to me. But most of the girls 
were from Catholic high schools where classes had been  
segregated. Many of the girls were extremely nervous at first  
and hesitated to walk into the male-dominated cafeteria.  
I remember many girls eating their lunches in the third-
floor bathroom of the Union those first few months.
These female students weren’t the only ones who took some time 
to adjust to their new surroundings. Many of the male faculty 
members were in the same boat. Having only had experience  
in single-sex education, some struggled to find their footing  
in this new academic environment. 
Fitzpatrick: As 18- to 22-year-olds, the students were  
loving it. But most of the teachers at La Salle had only  
taught male students for years and this was a huge change 
for them. I think the professors and the Christian Brothers 
were actually the ones that had the hardest time adjusting.
Rossi: It took a while because the Brothers didn’t  
understand women at all. There were the Brothers whose 
influence was very high at that time, and there were a lot  
of Brothers at that time—they would kind of throw their  
hands up and didn’t know what to do. So I think it took  
a while for them to get on their feet about that. 
Br. Emery: I think some faculty may have had some 
difficulties adjusting in the classroom. If you have an all-
male audience, which my experience has been, too, you can 
be more off-handed and kid a bit. But I find I have to be 
a little more careful at some times with some of the young 
women than I would tend to be with the men. 
Fitzpatrick: Most professors were kind and accepting,  
but they were unsure of the protocol, and, if anything,  
they treated us a little with kid gloves at first. 
Gauss: I think some of the laypeople had a harder time.  
I had a professor who used to say there was no place in his 
lab for a woman, except at the sink washing glassware, and 
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FemaLe FiRSTS aT La SaLLealthough that sounds like a pretty funny line, I don’t think 
he was kidding, and none of the women in his class felt he  
was kidding. And I’ve talked with him about it since then, 
and I think he was just unnerved by it more than anything 
else. He had never taught women. He didn’t understand  
us. When you’re 18, you think everybody’s equal, and  
I now know that’s not true.
Fitzpatrick: The professors definitely had a harder time  
adjusting, but I feel they learned to appreciate the new  
women’s point of view and, in the long run, realized how 
beneficial the coed environment was and how competitive 
the women made their classes.
Br. Emery: Women tend to be good students—they’re 
conscientious, in general. There are bright women and  
there are bright men, and as a whole, (women) tend to  
be kind of more conscientious about doing their work.
Gauss: The women they admitted that first year were 
academically significantly stronger than the men. So 
now, they were going to have to compete for grades with 
people they hadn’t had to compete with before, which is 
interesting, too.
Halpin: At one point, one of my professors admonished the 
male students in the class and told them they had to step 
their game up because the women were here. We were so 
excited to be there and wanted to do well. We didn’t want 
to prove the critics against women’s education right. ... 
The English Department was at least 50/50 men and women. 
Some of my basic core courses here and there would be more 
guys than women, but I didn’t feel intimidated or unsure. 
The professors were very welcoming. I came in the third  
year after going coed, so maybe some of those growing  
pains had passed.
Fitzpatrick: I remember being the only girl in my speech 
class. ... It was such a fun class with Sid MacLeod, and all 
the guys were super supportive and always had my back.
Rossi: When the women came on board, you noticed right 
away a slightly different tone. The women raised the tone  
a little bit. The manners softened a little bit. Behavior was  
a little bit better in class and outside of class. 
While, by and large, most of the male students were more than 
happy to rise to the occasion, there were some who took a little 
bit longer to warm up to their female classmates. Eventually, 
both the men and women adjusted to a new equilibrium, but 
I946— Assistant Registrar 
Margaret Keily 
Lennon (right)




I965— Shirley Ann 
Eriksson becomes 
the first female 
instructor in the 
Evening Division.
I967— Diane Blumenthal in the Foreign Language 
Department and Minna Weinstein in the History 
Department are hired as the first two full-time, 
tenure-track female professors.
Women are first accepted into La Salle’s  
Evening Division.
I968— A transfer student from the University of Barcelona, 
Kathryn Fitzgerald, becomes first woman to 
graduate from La Salle with a bachelor’s degree.
I969— Minna Weinstein becomes first female faculty 
member to win the Lindback Award for 
Distinguished Teaching. 
La Salle admits 33 students from Germantown 
Hospital School of Nursing, making them the first 
women to enroll full-time in day classes at La Salle. 
I970— The first women take up residence in St. Edward 
Residence Hall.
Phyllis A. Montgomery is appointed Dean  
of Student Life, making her the first female  
dean in the College’s history.
I972— Women’s field hockey officially begins on campus.
I973— Caryn Musil and Judith Newton of the English 
Department offer the first Women’s Studies course, 
“The Image of Women in British and American 
Culture, 1792–1973.”
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not without the growing pains that typically accompany any 
change of this magnitude.
Gauss: I think the upperclassmen perceived it as a betrayal 
of the contract they made with the College in many cases.  
I think they felt like, you know, now they’re going to have 
to dress better, and they were going to have to behave 
better, and it was just a hassle. 
Bones: The only group that was standoffish to me was some 
of the male members of the Collegian. I wrote a humor 
column for the newspaper, and when I’d drop off my work, 
I had the feeling that I was invading “all-boy territory.” 
Of course, that was probably solid preparation for life in 
the real world, but I was too intimidated to “fight back.” 
So I never hung out in the Collegian office because I felt 
like an outsider, but I continued to write for the paper 
nevertheless, which at the time felt like my mini-victory 
against the curmudgeonly male establishment. ... 
The only (really negative) incident I recall was one day 
when some moronic male students stood in front of the 
cafeteria and held up ratings numbers on poster boards as 
women walked by, à la the Olympics. It was a crude and 
hurtful prank, and I believe it was shut down fairly quickly 
because women students were quite upset by it.
Br. Arthur Bangs (a former counselor in La Salle’s 
Counseling Center and assistant professor emeritus of 
education): There was not exactly hazing but maybe just 
a little bit of animosity. One incident that occurred, they 
said, they made a big deal of it, was that as some of the girls 
passed by, you had a group of guys who were like the—not 
the cheering section—but they had these cards. That’s a 7. 
That’s an 8. You know. And it might have happened once, 
but some of the women faculty, they didn’t care for that.
Gauss: The fraternities one day sat out front and held up  
cards with numbers on them to rate the girls walking by,  
which was not particularly politically correct, but pretty funny.  
As a female, it was like, “Oh God, these guys are such pigs. 
I can’t believe they’re discriminating against us.” You could 
have those kinds of conversations, but there was a part of 
me that thought it was pretty funny anyhow because they 
weren’t the kinds of guys you needed to be worried about.
Fitzpatrick: Visiting campus, I still recall male students 
leaning out of the tower in Wister Hall, yelling to us to 
come to school there. I think they were ready and anxious 
to have some coeds on campus. ... 
I973— Roni Gordon and Tish Bergmaier (above) become 
the first female students admitted into La Salle’s 
Army Reserve Officers Training Corps.
I974— La Salle establishes the Continuing Education for 
Women program to ease the transition for women 
24 years or older who wish to begin or resume their 
college education.
I976— Kathie Martin becomes first female editor-in-chief  
of The Collegian.
I985— Field hockey player Diane Moyer, ’80, becomes  
the first female athlete inducted into La Salle’s  
Hall of Athletes.
I986— Barbara Millard (right)  
of the English Department  
is elected as the first female 
President of La Salle’s  
Faculty Senate.
I987— Women’s Studies is approved 
as a minor under the new 
curriculum. 
I99I— Marianne Salmon Gauss, ’74, 
MBA ’87, is elected as the first 
female President of La Salle’s 
Alumni Association.
I993— Barbara Millard becomes the first woman to hold 
a high academic office at La Salle as Dean of the 
School of Arts and Sciences as well as the first  
faculty member other than a Christian Brother  
to hold the position.
20I5— La Salle selects 
Colleen M. 
Hanycz, Ph.D., 
as its first  
lay President  
and the  
first woman  
to hold  
this office. 
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Make Room FoR 
The LadieS
To make campus a welcome environ-
ment for its new coeds in 1970,  
La Salle’s preparations naturally  
entailed discussions about some  
substantial academic and social  
considerations.
But, ultimately, the bulk of the  
conversations boiled down to some 
real talk about practical issues— 
like adequate ladies’ rooms and  
accommodations in the residence halls.
Decades later, these matters are still 
vivid memories for those on campus 
at the time. 
PoTTy TaLk
Br. Charles: One thing you had to have was bathrooms. 
That was the big thing when we started coeducation. 
Br. Emery: We had to make certain adjustments. I had  
to get the first ladies’ room upstairs. There was one  
in the basement, of course, but that was it ... the place  
had existed since 1928 or something. Well, they did have  
a small (bathroom) for secretaries.
Gauss: There was one toilet in (College Hall), but only the 
secretaries, I think, had a key for that. One in Holroyd, and 
then there was a ladies’ room in the Union. So the ladies’ 
room in the Union became a place where we met, where 
the girls would sit and we would have lunch there and stuff 
because unless there were 10 of you, going to the cafeteria 
was a little too scary. 
DoRm LiFe
Fitzpatrick: I arrived in the fall of 1970 as a resident in the 
only female dorm at the time, St. Edward, close to where 
they were planning on building Hayman Hall. There were 
three floors of women, and the school had gone out of 
its way to make us feel welcome, even adding old-school 
hairdryers that you could sit under in the hall bathrooms.
Br. Emery: The longest discussion in terms of going coed  
was in terms of adequacy of hair dryers and stuff like that,  
in the St. Edward and St. Francis dorms. I mean I know 
that sounds silly, but … it kind of had to be done. 
Fitzpatrick: There were about 50 women residents in the 
dorms and about 800 male residents. After our freshman 
year, they began housing women across Olney Avenue in 
the north dorms. They then put women on just the third 
floors of the three-floor dorms to begin with, and so by our 
second year, the dorms were truly coed. Dorm loyalty was  
a big thing and fast friendships were formed.
Bones: My dorm was a three-story structure with boys on 
the first two floors and girls on the third floor. Two students 
shared a room that had cinderblock walls. You could decorate 
your room however you wanted, and most people covered  
the stark cinderblock with posters of musical groups or  
colorful Indian fabrics. The whole floor shared one pay  
phone and one large bathroom with stall toilets and about 
eight showers. ... 
There were very few rules in the dorms and definitely no 
curfews. There were no restrictions that I recall about boys 
being on the girls’ floor or vice versa. We used to have water 
balloon fights at 3 a.m. with the guys in our dorm, and  
I remember having the time of my life! 
Fitzpatrick: I think La Salle was smart in that we had  
no curfews from the very beginning. Many schools in  
Philadelphia still had curfews for women dorms at the  
time, but I think La Salle was ahead of its time and saw the 
writing on the wall. I believe dorms allowed visitors of the 
opposite sex in our rooms until midnight during the week 
and 2 a.m. on the weekends, so there were a few rules.
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I don’t remember anything sexist or rude 
from the men on campus. All in all, it was 
a fun atmosphere because I found that 
most students at La Salle come from good, 
hardworking families and are taught respect  
for others. I actually feel that the men at  
La Salle during those transitional years were 
so excited and happy to add women into 
the mix on campus that they were almost 
protective of us. They honestly appreciated 
having us there.
Gauss: I think it just got to be more  
comfortable. … The first semester was scary. 
The second one wasn’t so bad. By the  
third or fourth semester, you figured out 
that in every class, there would be one guy 
who was going to give you a hard time just 
because you’re a woman, and there would 
be one guy who was going to be nice to 
you just because you’re a woman.
Br. Emery: You get all men together, and 
you have a few wise guys. The overall effect 
(of women coming to campus)—they had 
a civilizing effect. (The men) were less 
raucous, I think, after three or four years.  
And the women obviously survived, and  
I think they were very happy. 
The first women at La Salle not only survived, but thrived—
and, in turn, the culture on campus and in the classroom 
did, too. Whether they saw themselves as groundbreakers or 
not, these women helped La Salle to forge a new identity that 
remained true to its traditions and educational legacy, but 
also evolved with the rapidly changing world just beyond 
campus bounds. It was a defining moment in the University’s 
history and in their personal history as well. 
c o v e r  s t o r y
Bones: I believe that my La Salle experience was a turning 
point in my young life. I came to 20th and Olney as a naïve 
schoolgirl and left as a woman who was ready to start her 
career and make her way in life. 
Fitzpatrick: It was a unique experience to be among the  
first women at a previously all-male college, and I still  
find myself amusing friends with tales from those years. 
Being the first women on a college campus is something 
that not many people get to experience. It was a small quirk 
that made my life a little different than the norm. I am 
still very close to the women I met at La Salle, and I think 
our bond is even tighter since there were so few of us. My 
college experience at La Salle was very rewarding and made 
me a much more confident woman in many ways. 
Editor’s Note: Special thanks to Barbara Allen, Ph.D., 
assistant professor of history, and the students in her graduate 
course on oral histories who conducted some of the interviews 
that appear in this story, as well as Media and Digital Services 
Librarian Rebecca Goldman, who curated all of these oral 
histories at digitalcommons.lasalle.edu/histdeptohall.
WHILE STEVE DEGNAN, ’87, WAS EAGER TO TALK ABOUT 
why he supports La Salle, he wasn’t as keen about the title 
of this article. 
“I don’t like the term ‘giving back.’ There’s something 
implied in that phrase, almost like you took something to 
begin with,” he said. “I think the better way to put it is that 
you’re living up to your values or being Lasallian.
“I don’t view it as choosing to give—I view it as an 
obligation. At a certain point, you have to think about what 
your own obligations are, and supporting the institution 
that gave you a good start is part of that.”
Degnan has come a long 
way, professionally and 
geographically, since his start 
at La Salle. A business major 
and a member of the ROTC 
program, he served for four 
years in the Army, three of 
them in Germany. He left the 
Army in 1991 and landed a job with Nestlé, a company he’s 
stayed with for more than two decades. After moving several 
times for various jobs within Nestlé, he has been settled in 
St. Louis, Mo., for the past 11 years.
Today, Degnan is the Chief Human Resources Officer 
for Nestlé Purina North America, which runs the pet food 
business for North and South America. He oversees talent 
management, recruiting, and labor relations. 
As his career took off, Degnan said he found himself return- 
ing to the lessons about service that he learned at La Salle.
“The message is hardwired into you at La Salle, that you  
should be of service,’” he said. “In my case, that call to serve  
took hold mid-career and drove me back toward those values.”
Degnan currently serves on two nonprofit boards in  
St. Louis, for the Guardian Angel Settlement Association,  
which is dedicated to assisting those living in poverty, and 
for the Starkloff Disability Institute, which helps people 
with disabilities find employment. 
His dedication to La Salle also compelled him to accept 
a seat on the University’s Board of Trustees in 2014. In this 
new role, he’s particularly interested in supporting campus  
expansion and improvement efforts, including the new 
School of Business facility, and working to raise La Salle’s 
profile on the national stage by focusing on its Lasallian 
heritage and commitment to excellence in teaching, as well  
as by building up the University’s athletics programs.  
Knowing that so many high-
achieving young professionals 
are graduating from La Salle, 
Degnan is also interested  
in recruiting more alumni  
to work at Nestlé Purina. 
“It’s a special place,”  
he said of his alma mater.  
“I remember being in classes as small as eight to 15 people, 
and you really got to know the teachers and it would draw 
you in. That builds really strong bonds and connections.
“I got a dialogue every time I went into a classroom.  
They were too small to hide in. You were going to be  
called on, and you were going to be expected to be a part  
of whatever we were going to talk about.”
Degnan has kept in touch with many of his professors, 
including President Emeritus Brother Michael J. McGinniss, 
F.S.C., Ph.D., ’70. Part of La Salle’s story that needs to be 
told, he said, is about the mentoring relationships between 
students and professors that endure long after graduation.
“This place is unique, and that goes back to the Brothers 
and their emphasis on teaching and teaching well, and the 
bond between the students that creates,” Degnan said. “I’m 
not aware of any other place that does it that well.”
Why I Give Back: Stephen Degnan, ’87
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“ This place is unique, and that goes back  
to the Brothers and their emphasis  
on teaching and teaching well, and the 
bond between the students that creates.”
—Steve Degnan, ’87




 9% Faculty and Staff
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 4% Other
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399 made their first-ever gift to La Salle,  
for a total of $12,610
 $5,753 Alumni
 $1,331 Students
The Head of the Class
1983—$13,8822015—71 Donors
 $1,226 Current Parents
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ON MARCH 20, THE LA SALLE COMMUNITY 
celebrated the University’s 152nd anniversary by 
raising more than $215,000 in 24 hours during 
the second annual Lasallian Day of Giving.
The goal was to commemorate 1863, the 
year of La Salle’s founding, by engaging 1,863  
donors, and alumni, students, faculty, staff,  
parents, and friends stepped up all day to be 
“one of the 1,863.” At the end of the day, 
1,877 donors had participated in honor of  
La Salle’s commitment to faith and service  
and to providing opportunities for future 
Explorers.
Using the hashtag #LaSalle1863, participants 
completed the sentence “I Give Because …”  
with messages of support and gratitude for  
La Salle on social media. To read these messages 
and to view a complete list of Day of Giving 
donors, visit lasalle.edu/dayofgiving.
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LASALLIANS ARE ENCOURAGED 
to “Never Stop Exploring,” but few 
graduates have taken that message as 
literally as Andrew Zellers-Frederick,  
M.A. ’10. Originally from the East  
Oak Lane section of Philadelphia,  
his first explorations began during  
childhood as family day trips to nearby 
Valley Forge and Gettysburg. 
Over the span of his impressive  
30-year career, his work has taken him 
back and forth from Philadelphia, but 
most recently, he served as Director  
of the Historic Jamestowne Fund for  
The Colonial Williamsburg Foundation 
in Virginia. 
Here are five of Zellers-Frederick’s 
most fascinating finds: 
f e a t u r e s
1 
THE DISCOVERY OF JANE
In 2011, Zellers-Frederick was hired 
to generate support for archaeological 
programs through a newly created position 
as the Director of the Historic Jamestowne Fund. 
During his tenure, rumors of cannibalism that 
surrounded the historical colonies since settlers 
arrived in the early 17th century (particularly during 
the “Starving Time” in the winter of 1609–10) 
resurfaced once again. 
During one of their digs in 2012, Jamestowne 
Rediscovery Project archaeologists discovered an 
apparently “processed” human skull indicating 
survival cannibalism. “This type of news can’t be 
taken lightly, so I was trained and prepared on how 
to release the information,” Zellers-Frederick said.  
“The leading forensic scientist in the United States  
confirmed that this was a victim of cannibalism.  
This was a huge international story.”
A Preservationist’s  
Five Most Fascinating Finds
BY MARYELLEN BRENNAN, ’13 
Forensic facial reconstruction image artist: StudioEIS, photo: Don Hurlbert, 
Smithsonian; skull image: Don Hurlbert, Smithsonian
A forensic facial reconstruction (above) 
was produced based on human remains 
(below) excavated in Jamestown, Va., 
that proved that cannibalism occurred 
in the colony.
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 ALL ALONG THE CHURCH TOWER
One of Zellers-Frederick’s proudest achievements representing The 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation was the work done for the iconic 
Jamestowne Church Tower (photo at left). The only surviving building 
from James Fort, the Tower literally had bricks falling from it, so Zellers-
Frederick requested that an accurate survey of the structure be completed.
“The damage was a lot worse than we thought,” he said. “The Tower has  
thousands of original 17th-century bricks, so we tried to save as many of them  
as possible; however, the Colonial Williamsburg brickyard still needed to produce 
more than 5,000 of them in the same size and style to complete the project.”
As Phase 1 of the project got underway, hidden artifacts kept emerging from  
the building. “There is no period image of the Tower, so this was not a restoration.  
It was about preservation and stabilization,” he said. 
3 
FOR WHOM THE BELL TOLLS
In 1983, while working as a National Park Service Ranger, Zellers-
Frederick and a colleague came up with the idea to commemorate a 
little-known date in American history. “The first public reading of The 
Declaration of Independence was on July 8, 1776, and every bell in Philadelphia 
was rung at that time,” he said, “so I thought, could we make that happen again?” 
Zellers-Frederick and a co-worker decided to stage the event with a basic 
grassroots effort. “Every church in the downtown area had their bells ringing,” 
he said. In fact, the program is still held every year on Independence Square. 
4 
 GUNNING FOR THE CONSTITUTION
While working on his master’s degree, Zellers-Frederick was assigned 
to thoroughly research a signer of the Constitution. He chose Gunning 
Bedford Jr., a controversial figure whose most well-known statement at 
the Constitutional Convention was the quote, “I do not, gentlemen, trust you.” 
After completing his research, Zellers-Frederick asserted that, in his opinion, 
Bedford never would have made that taunting proclamation. 
At the urging of History Department Chair Stuart Leibiger, Zellers-Frederick 
submitted his paper to the Delaware Historical Society’s Delaware History to be 
published. “I was the first one in the History Department’s graduate program 
who was published while still obtaining my degree,” he said.
5 
 AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN
In 1986, Zellers-Frederick happened upon an old, decrepit burial 
ground on North Broad Street and discovered the 18th-century 
DeBenneville Family Burial Ground, the last of its type in Philadelphia. 
Further exploration revealed the grave of two high-ranking British American  
Revolutionary War officers. As a personal project, Zellers-Frederick tracked  
down the person in charge of the yard’s maintenance and worked to organize  
a commemorative event and rededication ceremony. 
“General James Agnew was fatally shot during the Battle of Germantown and 
was brought back to British headquarters, where he died,” he said. Incidentally, 
the British set up camp in Grumblethorpe, a mansion owned by John Wister,  
whose family history at La Salle is extensive. “Agnew’s bloodstains are still on  
the floor of the mansion,” said Zellers-Frederick. “The event commemorated  
the 210th anniversary, and even included a memorial ceremony.”
ONLINE 
EXTRAS
Visit lasalle.edu/magazine  
to read more about Zellers-
Frederick’s background  
in the cultural museum and historical 
administration field and to learn more  
about other notable alumni of La Salle’s 
Master of Arts in History program, 
which celebrates its 10th anniversary 
this year.
Grave markers in the DeBenneville Family Burial 
Ground. Photo: Ethan Wallace, shadowsandrust.com
Photo: Jamestowne Rediscovery/ 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation
The Search for Justice, 
the Call to Serve
BY LIZ (VARGO) KEMMERY, M.A. ’10 
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her last as Commander of the Child Abuse Unit. 
Out of all her investigative and supervisory assign- 
ments, she seemed to develop her greatest passion 
for her work in child abuse investigations.
When Marcial left the Prosecutor’s Office 
in 2011 to work for a faith-based organization 
called International Justice Mission, she found 
her experience from the Child Abuse Unit easily 
merged with the more widespread international 
human trafficking cases.
Two years later, she started her own global 
justice investigation company, working on child 
abuse, human trafficking, and sexual assault cases 
“LOVE THY NEIGHBOR” WAS A COMMANDMENT 
ingrained in Aida Marcial, ’02, from a young age.  
Raised in a tight-knit Catholic family, she said, 
“service was always in my head and my heart.”
That strong desire to serve led her to a career 
in law enforcement, where she worked her way  
through the ranks in narcotics, homicide,  
and special victims with the Camden County 
Prosecutor’s Office. Marcial found her true  
calling while working with special victims,  
eventually branching out on her own to become 
one of the premier international investigators  
of child abuse and human trafficking cases.
ONLINE 
EXTRAS
Visit lasalle.edu/magazine for a firsthand  
account of Marcial’s recent trip to Bolivia 
and the work she did with Bolivian  
police and local Catholic leadership to defend  
and extend human rights. 
“ My faith drives me every day. We all have a calling in life, and everyone’s  
call is different.” —Aida Marcial, ’02
Challenging doesn’t begin to describe her 
work. Investigating the horrific actions of child  
predators—often in countries with what she  
describes as “insidious police, political corruption, 
and dysfunctional justice systems”—can break 
down the most resilient officers. But Marcial 
finds strength in her call to serve.
“My faith drives me every day. We all have  
a calling in life, and everyone’s call is different,” 
she said. “When you hear God calling you, you 
have to pay attention and respond.”
Marcial was in the restaurant business when 
she began attending La Salle with a desire to 
work in law enforcement. About three years into  
earning her bachelor’s degree on a part-time basis, 
she had the opportunity to work for the prose- 
cutor’s office. “Working in the field and going to 
school lent itself to a better understanding of  
the material,” she said. “You get it more; you  
get what you’re reading. I was applying not just  
what I was reading, but what I was experiencing.”
After graduating from La Salle and 
subsequently attending the Camden County 
Police Academy, Marcial was thrown into the 
streets as an undercover narcotics operative. She 
became the first undercover Latina investigator 
to work in the Narcotic Task Force, and her 
work helped to take down a major drug cartel. 
She eventually worked for the homicide unit  
and became the first woman to be promoted  
to sergeant in the history of the homicide unit.
Marcial served many tours in many units, 
including three tours in the Child Abuse Unit— 
at home and abroad. Each country, each city 
presented new challenges. “Human trafficking 
around the world has its own set of cultures, 
rules, and heroes. In order to understand fully 
the complexities and nature of the work, it 
is important to know your audience in every 
country,” she said. 
Regardless of where her work takes her, the 
victims’ emotions always seem the same. Despair 
and hopelessness is a resounding theme for  
victims of human trafficking and child abuse  
in any country, she said.
“After 25 years (in law enforcement), of 
course it affects you; how could you be human 
if it didn’t? These are crimes against humanity,” 
Marcial said. “However, one has to look at it 
clinically—there’s a problem, let’s try to fix it. 
All I can do, with the help of many colleagues 
in the field, is to employ my God-given skill sets 
through a proper investigation and demonstrate 
His love through personal compassion.”
Editor’s Note: Due to the confidential nature of 
her often-undercover work, and to protect her 
safety and the integrity of her investigations, we 
have honored Aida Marcial’s request not to have 
her photograph appear in the magazine.
Commencement
By the Numbers
TOTAL DEGREES AWARDED: 1,587  CERTIFICATES AWARDED: 37
 • Doctoral: 20 • Bachelor’s: 931
 • Master’s: 597 • Associate’s: 39
States Represented: 28, plus Washington, D.C. Countries Represented: 22
* Statistics include graduates from August/September 2014, January 2015, and May 2015.
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(From left) Interim President James P. Gallagher, Ph.D., Lindback Award recipient 
Cesar Ruiz, SLP.D., and Provost Joseph R. Marbach, Ph.D., ’83.
Ruiz Receives Lindback Award for 
Distinguished Teaching
For his dedication to his students’ education and for many 
other cited qualities, Cesar Ruiz, SLP.D., associate professor 
of communication sciences and disorders, received the 2015 
Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching, presented at the 
Undergraduate Commencement ceremony. 
“As a medical speech-language pathologist, I like bringing 
my clinical experiences into the classroom,” said Ruiz, who 
has taught at La Salle since 2002. “That is what I like about 
teaching at La Salle University. I have the opportunity to directly 





Brother Robert I. Schieler, F.S.C., 
Ed.D., ’72, Superior General of 
the Brothers of the Christian Schools, 
returned to La Salle for Commencement to receive an honorary 
Doctor of Humane Letters from his alma mater.
“More than 40 years have passed since I walked across 
the stage of the Philadelphia Convention Center to receive 
my diploma from Brother President Daniel Burke,” Br. Robert 
said. “When I reflect on my student years, I do so through 
kaleidoscope-like glasses that color my recollection of all my 
past experiences. The lenses of these glasses have been crafted 
and shaped by my student years and by my life as a Christian 
Brother, a man called to announce the Gospel to the poor 
through the world of education.”
Br. Robert was elected Superior General in May 2014. In 
this role, he works with Brothers and lay partners in Lasallian 
institutions around the world to create and sustain educational 
communities, especially for the most vulnerable in society. 
As Superior General, he is the 27th successor of St. John 
Baptist de La Salle, who founded the order in 17th-century France. 
He is the third American Brother to serve as Superior General.
—Jon Caroulis
ONLINE 
EXTRAS Commencement 2015: The Best Day of Their Life
Join in celebrating the hard work, sacrifice, and  
commitment that brought the members of the Class of 2015 
to their Commencement day, and experience the excitement 
through the eyes of two of our new graduates in this year’s  
Commencement video: Samantha Mosca,who earned her 
master’s degree in speech-language pathology, and Steve 
Duzinski, who earned his bachelor’s degree in marketing.
Watch the video at lasalle.edu/commencement.
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“This combination—
the mind of a master, 
the inquisitive heart of 
a continuous learner, 
and the commitment 
to live and work 
according to our values—
represents the true worth of 
your graduate education. It is 
priceless, and it is uniquely Lasallian.”
— Vincent J. Haas, M.A. ’09, Director and Head of 
Employee Enablement in the Investment and Banking 
Solutions Technology Group at Bank of America, was 
selected to deliver the address at La Salle’s 
Graduate Commencement ceremony.
“ Our time at La Salle University 
unifies us all and has taught 
us not only to be employees, 
but to continue to be 
volunteers, students, teachers, 
entrepreneurs, and believers 
in faith. We will balance 
the direction we receive from 
others with our own well-developed 
judgement. We will never identify ourselves 
with one label, one expectation. As Explorers, we 
have been encouraged to be more, to give more, 
and to think of others in addition to ourselves.”
— Madeline Collins, ’15, a double major in English and 
marketing and member of the women’s lacrosse team, 
delivered the student address at the Undergraduate  
Commencement ceremony. She plans to attend St. John’s 
University School of Law in the fall.
Mother, Daughter Become  
Alums Together
When Ashley Torres 
walked across the stage 
to receive her bachelor’s 
degree at Commencement, 
her mother, Evelyn Torres, 
was just a few steps 
behind her, ready to 
collect her own degree.
The mother/daughter 
duo found support and 
inspiration in each other 
throughout their 
college years.
“The best part of having my mother on 
campus was the miniature celebrations we would 
have after achieving good grades or finishing 
projects,” said Ashley, who served as Students’  
Government Association President for the  
2014–15 academic year. 
“It pushed me to do my best and make her  
proud. I wanted to set an example for my daughters  
to follow. Hard work is a must in life to obtain any- 
thing we desire. I hope I have proved to my three 
daughters that it is never too late to go after your goals,” 
said Evelyn, who is the Assistant Director of Prospect Research 
in La Salle’s Development Office.
Ashley plans to volunteer for a year at the U.S./Mexico border 
in El Paso, Texas, while her mother has already started courses  
toward her master’s degree in clinical counseling psychology  
at La Salle.
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President-Elect Colleen Hanycz Gets a Taste of Philly
LA SALLE RANKS IN NATION’S  
TOP 5 PERCENT FOR VALUE 
A recent Brookings Institute report 
ranked La Salle in the top 5 percent of 
four-year colleges and universities in the 
nation for economic value of education, 
based on expected salaries for its alumni 
at the mid-career level.
Using a formula based on expected 
outcomes, La Salle University graduates 
exceeded their expected income by more 
than 25 percent.
“We are very gratified that the Brookings 
Institute report recognizes La Salle’s long- 
held value of providing personal attention 
and mentoring to our students,” said  
Joseph R. Marbach, Ph.D., ’83, La Salle’s  
Provost. “Our student-centered focus 
results in their success at the University 
and throughout their lives.”
The La Salle community gave President-Elect Colleen  
Hanycz, Ph.D., a warm welcome and a sampling  
of some hometown favorites with a Taste of Philly  
reception during her campus visit in early April.  
In addition to her introduction to Tastykake, soft  
pretzels, and cheesesteak egg rolls, Hanycz also  
met many students, faculty, and staff members  
and shared a few sentiments about her excitement  
to begin her presidency in July. 
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LEADERSHIP AWARD RECOGNIZES FISHER
In addition to the numerous accolades Phil Fisher, ’61 (pictured 
above right with Interim President James P. Gallagher, Ph.D.), has 
received for his service to the maritime industry and for his phi-
lanthropy, he can now add La Salle’s Leadership Award to the list. 
The Executive Vice President of Keystone Shipping Co. and President  
of its parent company, Chas. Kurz & Co., Inc., Fisher was honored 
with the award at Charter Dinner in recognition of his accomplish-
ments as a business and civic leader in Philadelphia. 
RUSH RECEIVES BR. ROUSSEAU AWARD 
Multicultural Education Coordinator Cherylyn  
Rush, ’99, received this year’s Brother Scubillion 
Rousseau Award, which recognizes a faculty or  
staff member at La Salle who works to create a more 
just world. Nominators spoke of Rush’s personal  
and professional efforts to build bridges between  
students, faculty and staff, and the local community.
“My mother played a huge role in my life 
because she was always out and about working 
with people on campaigns that involved social 
justice,” Rush said. “The work I do was something 
that selected me—I didn’t select it. There is 
nothing I love more than working and connecting 
with diverse communities.”
A CELEBRATION SO SWEET
Along with the always-popular chocolate-covered strawberries, Community Dinner  
continues to be a highlight of La Salle’s Heritage Week for the campus community,  
including the faculty and staff who don their aprons and chef hats for the evening.
(From left) English Department Chair Kevin J. Harty, Ph.D., Assistant Provost Brother John McGoldrick, 
F.S.C., and Nancy Jones, Ph.D., Chair of the Integrated Science, Business, and Technology Department. 
HARTY AND JONES RECEIVE DISTINGUISHED FACULTY AWARDS
English Department Chair Kevin J. Harty, Ph.D., received this year’s Faculty 
Distinguished Scholarship Award, while the Faculty Distinguished Service 
Award was presented to Nancy Jones, Ph.D., Chair of the Integrated Science, 
Business, and Technology (ISBT) Department.
The author of several books and many articles on film and TV adaptations 
of medieval figures King Arthur, Joan of Arc, the Vikings, and others, Harty 
also received the Lindback Award for Distinguished Teaching in 1992.
In addition to directing ISBT, Jones teaches chemistry courses, serves as 
academic adviser to the majority of ISBT students, chairs the University’s 
Leaves and Grants committee, and directs the annual new faculty orientation 
program each August.
Heritage Week Celebrates Tradition and Achievement
La Salle celebrated the 152nd anniversary of the University’s founding in 1863 with a week of special events in March.
BUSINESS BUILDING  
POINTS TO PROGRESS
There has been no mistaking the prog-
ress on the La Salle School of Business 
building this spring, with the steel 
frame soaring skyward as construction 
moves on pace toward a January 2016 
grand opening.
The structural steel framing of the 
three- and six-story portions was com-
pleted in April, and the frame of the 
facility’s lecture hall was completed in 
May. Framing of the final portion, the 
atrium, was expected to be completed 
in early June.
On the building’s exterior, masonry 
work has begun on the three-story por-
tion of the building, and brickwork will 
continue throughout the summer. 
Inside, interior partition framing is  
complete in the three-story building and 
well under way in the six-story building. 
The skylight for the atrium arrived and 
was lifted into place May 29.
INSIDE LASALLIAN  
BUSINESS
La Salle School of Business Maintains AACSB Accreditation
The La Salle University School of Business has maintained its 
accreditation by the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools 
of Business (AACSB). Considered the hallmark of excellence 
in business education, less than 5 percent of business schools 
worldwide earn AACSB accreditation.
Since its last AACSB accreditation extension, 
the School of Business has demonstrated  
continuous growth and improvement. Over  
the past several years, 100 percent of 
students in La Salle’s Business Scholars  
Co-op Program had jobs, in their fields,  
before graduation. The La Salle University  
Center for Entrepreneurship was launched, creating  
numerous opportunities for students and alumni to explore  
innovation and business development.
A new 87,000-square-foot La Salle School of Business 
building will open in January 2016, expanding educational 
opportunities for both students and faculty. When open, it will 
be one of the country’s most advanced learning facilities for 
business education.
“We are delighted that our peers have recognized the quality,  
innovation, and engaging environment that characterize our business 
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programs,” said Gary A. Giamartino, Ph.D., Dean of the La Salle 
University School of Business. “We will continue to be innovators  
in business education by taking advantage of our new technolog- 
ically sophisticated facility while maintaining the student-centered 
approach to education that makes up Lasallian business.”
—Amy Gardner Cranston, M.A. ’09
La Salle University School of Business Dean Gary A. Giamartino, Ph.D. (center),  
with Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) officials  
Tom Robinson, Ph.D. (left), President and CEO, and Robert Reid, Ed.D., Executive  
Vice President and Chief Accreditation Officer.
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Tibetan Monks Craft Sand Mandala
A group of Tibetan Buddhist monks created 
their own work of art during a three-day  
visit to La Salle’s Art Museum this April. 
After finishing the intricate sand mandala, 
the monks held a completion ritual in  
which they brushed the tiny grains of sand 
back together, recognizing the reality of  
impermanence—an important concept  
in Buddhism. 
The Diplomat-in-Residence Program, the 
Art Museum, and a variety of departments 
and student groups hosted a series of events 
connected to the monks’ visit, including a 
dialogue on monastic practice in Buddhist 
and Christian traditions, a talk by the 
Venerable Amy Miller (a nun in the Tibetan 
Buddhist tradition) about the role of women 
in Buddhism, and a screening of The Cup, a 
film about a group of young Tibetan monks 
enamored with World Cup soccer.
A Golden Celebration for the Class of ’65
ONLINE 
EXTRAS
Visit lasalle.edu/magazine  
to view additional images  
of the mandala.
As the Class of 2015 prepared to flip their tassels and mark  
the beginning of their alumni journey, members of the Class  
of 1965 returned to campus this May to celebrate their golden 
anniversary as Explorers. A trip to the ballpark proved to be  
a winning start to the spring Reunion weekend, as the Phillies  
bested the Arizona Diamondbacks at Citizens Bank Park for  
the third game in a row. The alums enjoyed a full schedule  
Saturday, with a luncheon, a special riding tour of the expanded  
campus, and a viewing of the special exhibitions on display  
in La Salle’s Art Museum.
After a champagne toast and reception where they received 
commemorative medals to celebrate their 50th anniversary, the 
Golden Explorers led the procession at the Baccalaureate Mass 
for the Class of 2015. That night, they presented the University 
with a generous class gift of more than $165,000 and enjoyed 
an evening of cocktails, dinner, and dancing at an elegant 
Reunion dinner, where they reminisced with classmates about 
days gone by at La Salle. 
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Thomas Keagy, Ph.D. (right), Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, and James Pierce, Ph.D. (left), 
Chair of the Biology Department, presented Peter DiBattiste, M.D., ’78, with this year’s Holroyd Award  
for his significant contribution in the field of medicine and medical research and the positive impact  
he has had on society through his professional and scholarly contributions in science, which reflect  
his commitment to Lasallian values. DiBattiste is the Global Development Head, Cardiovascular, at  
Janssen Research and Development.
[ DIBATTISTE ACCEPTS HOLROYD AWARD ]
(From left) Cheyney Interim President Frank D. Pogue, Ph.D., La Salle Provost Joseph R. Marbach, Ph.D., ’83, and  
La Salle School of Business Dean Gary A. Giamartino, Ph.D., sign the MBA Program Affiliation Agreement.
Cheyney University, La Salle Sign MBA Agreement
Representatives from Cheyney University of Pennsylvania and La Salle University 
have formed an academic program partnership for an MBA Affiliation program. 
Qualified students enrolled in Cheyney University’s Bachelor of Science program will 
now be considered for admission to La Salle’s Full-Time or One-Year MBA program, 
provided they meet all of the requirements outlined in the agreement. The partnership 
guarantees five seats each academic year in La Salle’s Full-Time or One-Year MBA 
program for qualified students from Cheyney University. 
HAAZ HONORED WITH DONDERO AWARD 
La Salle’s Department of Psychology 
chose Edward J. Haaz., M.Ed., ’74, 
President and Chief Operating Officer 
of Corporate Health Solutions, as the 
recipient of this year’s John P. Dondero 
Award for his distinguished service and 
contributions to the mental health and 
corporate consulting fields.
The first “non-recovering” degreed 
professional to work at the Livengrin 
Foundation, a nonprofit addiction treat- 
ment center, Haaz also served 33 years  
as the head of a behavioral health  
consulting company that was the first  
in the region to include the services  
of network psychologists as a follow-up  
to rehab for treating substance abuse 
and mental health problems. 
Nadine J. Kaslow, Ph.D., of Emory 
University’s Department of Psychiatry 
and Behavioral Sciences, followed up 
the award presentation by delivering the 
36th annual Grimes Lecture on the topic 
of suicide prevention. 
(Above) John Smith, Ph.D. 
(left), retired professor of 
psychology and the first 
Director of La Salle’s Psy.D. 
program, presents the 
Dondero Award to Edward J. 
Haaz, M.Ed., ’74. (Left) Grimes 
lecturer Nadine J. Kaslow, 
Ph.D., of Emory University.
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LA SALLE HAS RECEIVED  
THE FOLLOWING GRANTS:
• The Moses Feldman Family Foundation:  
$30,000 for the Writers Matter/Israel Program
• Pennsylvania Thoroughbred Horsemen’s 
Association: $26,000 for the La Salle  
Neighborhood Nursing Center’s Nursing  
at the Backstretch Program
• Philadelphia Cultural Fund: $10,115 for 
general operating support of the La Salle 
University Art Museum
• Petrucci Family Foundation: $6,210 for  
the La Salle University Art Museum’s  
Barbara Bullock Book Project
• Samuel S. Fels Fund: $3,000 for the  
La Salle University Art Museum spring  
exhibition, Elizabeth Catlett: Art for  
Social Justice
More than 200 attendees gathered in Tom Gola Arena for the Graduate Nursing Program’s  
29th Annual Distinguished Lecture on April 20. 
John M. O’Donnell, Dr.PH., R.N., CRNA, MSN, professor and Chair of the Nurse Anesthesia  
Program at the University of Pittsburgh, talked about “The Simulation Revolution in Health  
Care Education: Why it Matters to Students, Faculty, Institutions, and Our Patients.” Prior  
to his lecture, 65 students participated in a graduate research poster session. 
[ NURSING LECTURE FOCUSES ON SIMULATION REVOLUTION ]
ANOTHER EASTER FOOD DRIVE SUCCESS 
This Easter holiday, more than 800 families had 
fresh fruit and produce on the table thanks to 
La Salle’s fifth annual Easter Food Drive. With 
the help of community partner The Fresh Grocer, 
the University gathered and distributed more 
than 4,000 pounds of food to 11 faith-based 
institutions in the local community. 
“This is the fifth year we have supplied fresh  
produce to our neighborhood faith-based institu- 
tions,” said Marjorie Allen, Ph.D., coordinator of 
the food drive and Chair of the Integrative Studies 
Department. “But it is the first where our students 
have interned with some of these churches and 
mosques on projects beyond the food drive.”
Miniature Portraits  
Join Permanent Display  
at Art Museum
A new permanent installation at the La Salle 
University Art Museum features 19th-
century portrait miniatures, including 
miniature painted portraits, a silhouette 
portrait on paper from Charles Willson 
Peale’s Philadelphia Museum, and several  
examples of early photographic portraits:  
daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, and tintypes.
Miniatures were often worn or displayed 
as intimate mementos of loved ones, 
particularly when they traveled or went to 
war. They were less expensive than the 
traditional large-scale painted portraits that 
hang elsewhere in the Art Museum. 
The production of miniature paintings peaked from about 1790 to 1840, 
then declined with the development of the daguerreotype. Artists simply 
could not compete with the low prices and the detailed accuracy of early 
photographic images. Like small painted portraits on ivory, early photographic 
portraits were displayed and protected in hard decorative cases lined in velvet. 
The portraits were unique originals with no negatives.
At the La Salle Art Museum’s annual Art Angels event this spring, many of 
these portrait miniatures were “adopted” by guests and museum supporters.  
By adopting a piece of artwork, individuals or groups may make donations  
to support its purchase or partial purchase and have their name or that of  
a loved one added to the credit line, forever associated with that piece of art. 
Image credit: Unknown Artist  
(19th Century); Portrait of a Young  
Union Civil War Soldier, c. 1861–1865; 
Hand-colored Ninth-plate Ambrotype,  
Thermoplastic Case; 14-Ph-178.  
Purchased with funds provided by  
William V. Toner, ’65
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1 9 6 4  Mark R. Stein, M.D. (B.S.) of Palm 
Beach Gardens, Fla., celebrated 50 years of 
marriage with his wife, Phyllis, on Dec. 27, 
2014. He is active in patient care, research, 
and publications. 
1 9 6 5  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R  Daniel F.  
Steinmetz Jr., Esq. (B.A.) of Erial, N.J., retired  
from practicing law in December 2013.  
He has 11 grandchildren.
1 9 6 7  The Rev. Robert J. Fritz (B.A.) of 
Cherry Hill, N.J., participates in the Spirit 
Players performances at St. John Neumann 
Parish in Cape May, N.J.
1 9 6 9  William D. Bradshaw (B.A.) of Radnor, 
Pa., represented the National Association 
of Collegiate Athletic Directors (NACDA) at 
a U.S. Senate committee hearing. He was 
inducted into NACDA Hall of Fame as a 
former athletic director at La Salle, DePaul, 
and Temple universities.
1 9 7 0  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R
1 9 7 1  George A. Tomezsko (B.A.) of  
Philadelphia, Pa., presented two Power- 
Point lecture series at the Holy Redeemer  
Lafayette retirement community in  
Philadelphia. The first lecture, “Six Great 
Philosophers Who Changed History,” was 
presented in six installments and covered 
Aristotle, St. Thomas Aquinas, Niccolò 
Machiavelli, Karl Marx, Friedrich Nietzsche, 
and Jean Paul Sartre. The second lecture,  
“Five Supreme Court Cases that Changed 
American History,” examined Marbury v. 
Madison, Dred Scott, Plessy v. Ferguson,  
Brown v. Board of Education, and Roe  
v. Wade.
1 9 7 4  Andrew E. DiPiero Jr., Esq. (B.A.)  
of Huntingdon Valley, Pa., celebrated his  
30th anniversary as a member of the Board 
of Directors of Quaint Oak Bank. In 2015,  
for the 10th consecutive year, he was  
selected for Super Lawyers. 
Lt. Col. John S. Wargo (Ret.) (B.A.) of Gurnee, 
Ill., was named the Senior Military Instructor 
of the Year for the 44 JROTC programs in 
the Chicago public school system. 
The Hon. Barry E. Watson (B.A.) of Post Falls, 
Idaho, is semi-retired after serving as a  
magistrate judge for more than 22 years.  
In his retirement, he is a senior judge for  
the Idaho courts.
Carl J. Williams (B.A.) of Atlanta, Ga., was 
appointed Chair of the Board of Directors  
for Planet Payment Inc., a U.S.-based  
company that provides currency conversion  
and multi-currency processing services.  
He is President, Chief Executive Officer,  
and a director of the company.
1 9 7 5  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R
1 9 7 6  Michael L. Camma (B.A.) of Aston,  
Pa., retired after 33 years of working in  
the welfare office in Chester, Pa.
The Hon. Diane M. McMonagle Welsh (B.A.)  
of Wayne, Pa., was honored by the Girl  
Scouts of Eastern Pennsylvania with the  
2015 Take the Lead Award. She was  
recognized as an outstanding female leader 
who has demonstrated courage, confidence, 
and character, while making her community 
a better place.
La Salle Magazine welcomes notes from our  
alumni on all of your achievements and other  
news. Please use the form at the end of our  
Notes section, “We Want to Hear About You!,”  
to submit your news. Or, to post and view class  
notes in real time, log into La Salle Alumni 
Online at lasalle.edu/alumni using the seven- 
digit La Salle ID found on the mailing label  
of this magazine. Please allow up to six months  
for your information to appear in the magazine  
due to space limitations and our publication 
schedule. We accept photos as well and print  
them as space permits. Please mail original  
photos to the Office of Alumni Relations,  
La Salle University, Box 830, 1900 W. Olney  
Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19141, or email photos  
that are at least 300 dpi and approximately  
4 by 6 inches to magazine@lasalle.edu. The  
University reserves the right to edit submis- 
sions for content, accuracy, and length.
Rebecca Hutchinson, ’11, M.A. ’15, 
realized after a service trip to Tanzania 
during her freshman year at La Salle that 
she wanted to pursue a career as a teacher 
of English as a second language. That goal 
got a big boost recently, when she was 
awarded a 2015–16 Fulbright Scholarship 
to teach English in Turkey.
“When I was teaching in Tanzania, I felt 
like I was doing exactly what I was meant 
to do for the rest of my life. I decided to  
pursue my master’s in TESOL, and once  
I graduated with that degree, I knew I was 
not ready to stay in the United States,”  
said Hutchinson, who holds a bachelor’s degree in secondary education and Italian 
as well as a master’s in Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) 
from La Salle. “I wanted to teach abroad for a longer period of time, and I decided a 
Fulbright, although extremely competitive and a challenging process, was the perfect 
opportunity that would allow me to fulfill my dream.”
A Call to Teach Leads to Fulbright
Rebecca Hutchinson, ’11, M.A. ’15, with her husband, 
Sean Hutchinson, ’10, Community Service Coordinator  
in La Salle’s Office of University Ministry and Service.
Eugene Murphy, ’63, recently celebrated his 85th  
birthday, in true La Salle style. Although he said he did  
not want birthday gifts, he couldn’t turn down a new 
La Salle hat and a chance to display his graduation  
portrait. La Salle is a family tradition for Murphy— 
three of his grandchildren, Heather (Boudwin)  
Francisco, ’07, MBA ’14, Rebecca Boudwin, ’05,  
and Gene Cleary, ’99, are also alums. 
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1 9 7 7  William F. Flooks Jr. (B.S.) of White 
Plains, N.Y., was appointed Chair of the 
Board at Hospice and Palliative Care of 
Westchester in White Plains.
The Rev. Kathleen M. (Boone) Walter (B.S.) 
of Dunedin, Fla., was called to service as 
the priest-in-charge at St. John’s Episcopal 
Church in Clearwater, Fla.
1 9 7 8  William J. Burns (B.A.) of Chevy  
Chase, Md., was elected to the Board of  
Directors for International Paper Company. He 
is President of the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, the oldest international  
affairs think tank in the United States.
1 9 8 0  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R  Kenneth J. 
Cooper (B.S.) of Ocean City, N.J., was named 
the 2014 Ocean City Realtor of the Year by 
the N.J. Realtors. He was nominated for  
his involvement in community projects and  
the Board of Realtors organization.
Naomi J. Halas, Ph.D. (B.A.) of Houston, 
Texas, was awarded the 2014 Frank Isakson 
Prize for Optical Effects in Solids at Rice 
University. She is the Stanley C. Moore 
Professor of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering at Rice and holds appointments 
in the departments of Chemistry, Physics 
and Astronomy, and Bioengineering. 
James F. Kenney (B.A.) of Philadelphia, Pa., 
won the Democratic nomination for mayor 
of Philadelphia on May 19. A former city 
councilman-at-large, he will face Republican 
Melissa Murray Bailey in the general election 
on Nov. 3. 
1 9 8 2  John Greed (B.S.) 
of Yardley, Pa., has been 
named President of Mutual 
of America Life Insurance 
Company. He began his 
career with the company in 
1996, and he had previously 
served as Senior Executive 
Vice President and Chief Financial Officer 
since 2007.
1 9 8 3  Tina M. (Veneri) Davis (B.A.) of 
Croydon, Pa., was sworn into a third term as 
Pennsylvania state representative for District 
141, representing Bristol, Middletown, 
Penndel, and Hulmeville.
Mike Stack, ’87, grew up in the Somerton  
neighborhood in Northeast Philadelphia  
in what he called a “public service house- 
hold.” His father was a political leader,  
his mother was a judge, and his grand- 
father served in Congress under President 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
While his three brothers and his sister  
often griped about their family home 
constantly being a forum for political  
gatherings, Stack says he gravitated  
to politics pretty early on.
“When I was an early teenager, I knew 
I was going to run for public office,”  
he said. “My siblings would say, ‘Here 
comes some more committee people into 
the house,’ and I was like ‘Yeah! Here 
come some more committee people to 
the house! I’ve got to see what’s going 
on. I’ve got to be involved.’ I guess it’s 
just the way I’m wired.”
For Stack, politics is all about service, 
a characteristic he says he learned during 
his time at La Salle, carried throughout 
his 14-year career as a state senator, and 
remains devoted to in his current role as 
Lieutenant Governor of Pennsylvania.
From Student Government to Lieutenant Governor of Pennsylvania 
Having attended La Salle College High 
School, Stack said La Salle University 
was a natural choice. He enjoyed the 
Christian Brothers education he received 
and wanted to continue that through his 
college years.
He fondly recalled his first time 
running for student government at  
La Salle. On the day of the election,  
his roommates overslept and forgot  
to vote. He lost by one vote.
But for every loss, there is a win. 
The next time Stack ran for student 
government, he won. And he won again 
in 2001 when he was elected to the 
State Senate, and again in 2014 when 
he was elected Lieutenant Governor.
Stack now presides over the  
50-member Senate he used to serve on 
and acts as the chairman of the state’s  
Board of Pardons and Parole—two respon- 
sibilities he called humbling learning 
experiences that have made him develop 
even more “respect for the institution 
of the legislature and democracy in 
Pennsylvania and America.”
“The best part of my job is that I get 
to be in service every day. People always  
thank me for my service and I always feel 
like (saying), ‘Thank you for giving me  
the opportunity to be in service.’ And that  
has a lot to do with my La Salle education.”
—Queen Muse, ’12, M.A. ’14
Dennis Owens, ’85, 
news anchor for ABC 27 
in Harrisburg, Pa., was 
a regional winner of the 
2015 Regional Radio 
Television Digital News 
Association’s Edward 
R. Morrow Award for 
Investigative Report-
ing. He and photo 
journalist Eric Heisler 
were honored for their 
report, “Connecting 
the Dots,” about the 
influence of lobbyists 
on state government.
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1 9 9 0  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R
1 9 9 1  Richard A. Genoni (B.S.) of Malvern, 
Pa., will lead strategy in the Exchange 
Traded Funds (ETF) product category for 
Legg Mason Inc. 
1 9 9 2  Susan G. (Amato) McGowan (B.A.) of  
Franklin Lakes, N.J., was elected to the  
Franklin Lakes School Board for a second term.
1 9 9 3  Francis J. Shammo, CPA (MBA) of 
Branchburg, N.J., was joined by Verizon 
finance leaders as he was honored by CFO 
Studio magazine. The magazine promotes 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and 
Connecticut-area finance executives as 
business and strategy thought leaders.
1 9 9 4  Joseph E. Pilkus III (B.A.) of Chantilly, 
Va., accepted a position with the Office of  
the Director of National Intelligence’s Foreign  
Language Program, which is responsible for 
integrating linguists across the community 
into the intelligence cycle.
1 9 9 5  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R  Kirsten T. 
Quinn (B.A.) of Philadelphia, Pa., performed 
in a two-person play, Collected Stories, at 
the Walnut Street Theatre. She is a professor 
at Community College of Philadelphia and  
got into acting while she was a student at  
La Salle at the urging of her English  
professor, Helena White.
1 9 9 7  Loretta (Shirley) Esposito (B.A.)  
of Elkins Park, Pa., and her husband,  
Timothy Esposito (B.A.), welcomed a son, 
Harrison James.
1 9 9 8  JoEllyn E. Perry-Powell (MBA) of 
Mount Laurel, N.J., was appointed to the 
Board of Directors of the Alice Paul Institute, 
whose mission is to honor the legacy of her 
work for gender equality through education 
and leadership development.
2 0 0 0  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R  Keri A. 
(Dempsey) Cooper (B.A.) of Park Ridge, N.J., 
and her husband, Benjamin, welcomed  
a daughter, Delaney Faith.
2 0 0 1  Helene (Holmes) Baczkowski (B.A.,  
MBA ’07) of Philadelphia, Pa., and her husband, 
Matthew, welcomed a daughter, Alice.
Joseph Biondo (B.A.) of Philadelphia, Pa., and  
his wife, Ashlee, welcomed a son, Joseph John.
Kevin R. Toll (B.S.) of Havertown, Pa., was 
named Top Producer for the Devon, Pa., 
office of Long & Foster Real Estate for 
December 2014.
(Front row, from left) Cherylyn Rush, ’99, La Salle’s Multicultural Educational Coordinator; Pennsylvania State Rep. 
Jordan A. Harris of the 186th District; Jonathan A. Mason Sr., International President of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,  
Inc.; Daniel J. Tann, Esq.,’82, Mu Upsilon chapter founder; Derek Bowmer, Deputy Chief of Staff for Phi Beta Sigma; 
Jim Moore, Ph.D., La Salle’s Vice President for Student Affairs; and Judge Hugh G. Cooper, ’84, Mu Upsilon chapter 
founder. (Back row, from left) Reginald M. Browne, ’93, ’95, Phi Beta Sigma member; Curtis Word, Eastern Pennsyl-
vania Area Director for Phi Beta Sigma; Edmund Hardy, Pennsylvania State Director of Phi Beta Sigma; Tyrone M.  
Knight, Mu Upsilon chapter founder; Leonard Lockhart, Eastern Regional Director of Phi Beta Sigma; Darryl Anderson,  
International Executive Director of Phi Beta Sigma; and Leonard Bennett, Vice State Director of Phi Beta Sigma.
La Salle’s Mu Upsilon chapter of the Phi Beta Sigma fraternity recently celebrated its  
35th anniversary with a re-chartering event on campus. Jonathan A. Mason Sr., the  
International President of the fraternity, presented a replica of the chapter’s original  
charter to the founding members of the chapter who were in attendance—Roland 
Finger, ’81, Tyrone Knight, Daniel Tann, Esq., ’82, Hugh Cooper, ’84, and Robert  
Pack, ’82. (Two of the founding members were not present at the event—William 
Savage, ’80, was teaching in China, and Keith Enty, ’81, is deceased.) The event  
also recognized the past presidents of the chapter since 1990, honored Reginald 
M. Browne, ’93, ’95, a member of the fraternity who is Senior Managing Director 
at Cantor Fitzgerald and a La Salle Trustee, with a Lifetime Achievement Award, and 
presented a scholarship to Thomas MacLeod, ’15. 
The Mu Upsilon chapter of Phi Beta Sigma, which was founded at Howard University  
in 1914 and is the only African American fraternity on La Salle’s campus, was established  
to give African American students an outlet to express their heritage and give back to 
their community. One of the chapter’s first programs was a fundraiser for children with 
sickle cell anemia, and many members have gone on to distinguished careers in the 
military, government, education, social work, ministry, and law.
Phi Beta Sigma Chapter Celebrates 35 Years
1 9 8 8  Cheryl A. Reeve (B.A., MBA ’90) of 
Minneapolis, Minn., will serve as an assistant 
for the USA Basketball Women’s National 
Team at the 2016 Olympic Games in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil. She is the coach of the 
Minnesota Lynx, a professional basketball 
team playing in the western conference 
in the Women’s National Basketball 
Association. 
1 9 8 9  Joanie D. Alston, MBA, NHA, Plg, 
CDP, R.N. (BSN) of Harrisburg, Pa., earned a 
Certified Dementia Practitioner certification.
William E. Welch (B.S.) of Raleigh, N.C., was 
appointed Global Vice President of Sales at 
Zscaler, an Internet security firm.
1 9 8 5  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R
1 9 8 7  Martin E. Schmieg (B.S.) of Delray  
Beach, Fla., was appointed President  
of Vetbiologics Inc., an animal health 
subsidiary of Bioheart Inc., an emerging  
enterprise in the regenerative medicine  
and cellular therapy industry.
Kateryna A. Schray, Ph.D. (B.A.) of 
Huntington, W.Va., was named the 2014 
West Virginia Professor of the Year by the 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching and the Council for Advancement 
and Support of Education. She is a professor 
of English at Marshall University.
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Mike Sielski, ’97, sports columnist at the Philadelphia 
Inquirer, was voted by the Associated Press Sports 
Editors as the top sports columnist in the country in 
the 175,000-plus circulation category. Sielski was 
a sports reporter for the Wall Street Journal before 
joining the Inquirer as a columnist in 2013.
Msgr. Joseph Devlin, who taught religion 
at La Salle for more than three decades,  
died April 1, 2015, at Our Lady of Lourdes 
Hospital in Camden, N.J. He was 85.
A South Jersey native, Msgr. Devlin 
completed his undergraduate studies  
at St. Joseph’s University and then  
attended seminary at Mount St. Mary’s  
in Emmitsburg, Md. He was ordained at  
the Cathedral of the Immaculate Concep- 
tion in Philadelphia on May 26, 1956. 
He also earned master’s degrees from  
Seton Hall University and Princeton 
University, as well as a doctorate in canon 
law from Latern University in Rome, Italy.
As a young priest, Msgr. Devlin participated in Vatican II and in the preliminary 
discussions on Nostra Aetate, the 1965 declaration redefining the relationship of the  
Catholic Church with non-Christian religions. He also served as a parochial vicar at a 
number of parishes in South Jersey, taught briefly at Camden Catholic High School and 
Bishop Eustace Preparatory School, and served on the Diocesan Liturgical Commission.
Msgr. Devlin joined the faculty of La Salle’s Religion Department in 1973 and 
became a part-time instructor in 1990, teaching courses in biomedical ethics, religion 
in America, world religions, political and social ethics, psychology, and religion 
and culture, as well as in a graduate program in conjunction with the University’s 
Psychology Department. He retired in 2010.
“Taking a class taught by Dr. Devlin was a challenging but rewarding experience,” said 
Michael Boyle, Ph.D., ’99, an assistant professor of political science at La Salle. “He was 
a real character in the classroom—rigorous, feisty, intelligent, but also generous to his 
students. He showed a real delight in ideas and in people that was inspirational.”
Msgr. Devlin is survived by several cousins. 
—Jon Caroulis 
In Memoriam: Msgr. Joseph Devlin 2 0 0 2  Alexis M. (Karras) Cragle (B.A.) of Willow Grove, Pa., and her husband, Ryan M. 
Cragle (B.A.), welcomed a daughter, Harper.
Joseph Walicki (MBA) of Hartland, Wis., was 
appointed President and Vice President of 
Johnson Controls’ Power Solutions business. 
He was also elected a corporate officer by 
the company’s Board of Directors. 
2 0 0 3  Douglas I. Oliver (M.A.) of 
Philadelphia, Pa., was a candidate for mayor 
of Philadelphia during the Democratic 
primary campaign.
2 0 0 4  Paul J. Bender, Esq. (B.S.) of 
Bethlehem, Pa., announced his candidacy 
for a Bethlehem district judge seat.
2 0 0 5  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R  Meredith 
Marakovits (B.A.) of Walnutport, Pa., was  
featured for the 2014 Women’s History Month 
Interview Series as the New York Yankees 
clubhouse reporter for YES Network. 
2 0 0 6  Veronica M. (O’Neill) Soriano (B.A.) 
of Philadelphia, Pa., earned a master’s 
degree in social work from Temple University 
and is a member of the development team  
at the Gesu School in Philadelphia.
2 0 0 7  Adam M. Bagni (B.A.) of Boston, 
Mass., is the official Bay State Bureau 
digital news journalist for Sinclair Broadcast 
Group. He previously reported on both news 
and sports. 
Daniel C. Garbaccio (B.S.) of Waldwick,  
N.J., is planning a July 2015 wedding  
to Hui-Lian Leo.
2 0 0 8  Lindsay M. (Yeager) Fedorowicz  
(B.S., M.S. ’10) of Norristown, Pa., and  Joseph P. Fedorowicz Jr. (B.A. ’09) welcomed 
a daughter, Cassidy Bray.
Janet A. (Amato) Tirado (M.A.) of Clifton 
Heights, Pa., is a communications manager 
with Wilson Legal Solutions. She is an 
award-winning communications expert.
2 0 0 9  Joseph P. Fedorowicz Jr. (B.A.) of 
Norristown, Pa., and his wife, Lindsay M. 
(Yeager) Fedorowicz (B.S. ’08, M.S. ’10), 
welcomed a daughter, Cassidy Bray.
2 0 1 0  H R E U N I O N  Y E A R  Melissa N. 
(Pompeo) Kobialka (BSN) of Lansdale, Pa., 
and her husband, Michael L. Kobialka (B.A.) 
of Lansdale, Pa., welcomed their first child, 
Lisa Grace.
Vittoria R. Woodill (B.A.) of Philadelphia, 
Pa., is the host of Polished for Pennies on 
ULIVE.com and creator of the Polished for 
Pennies lifestyle blog. The blog and her 
style tips have been featured on ABC’s The 
Revolution with style expert Tim Gunn and 
on queenlatifah.com. She appears locally 
in Philadelphia as the CBS 3 and CW Philly 
traffic reporter. 
2 0 1 2  Melissa M. Risch (B.A.) of 
Warminster, Pa., married Shawn Kada.
Melissa A. (Lipari) Trolene (BSN) of 
Newtown, Pa., was elected Unit Council 
Chair of Silverstein 11, an advanced medical 
subspecialty unit at the University of 
Pennsylvania School of Nursing.
2 0 1 4  Vittorio R. Terrigno (B.S.) of 
Bridgeton, N.J., is a first-year medical 
student at Ross University in Roseau, 
Dominica, West Indies.
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Prominent Philadelphia painter James A. Hanes, 
founder of La Salle’s Fine Arts Department, died 
on Feb. 27, 2015, at the age of 91. A long-time 
resident of the Germantown section of Philadelphia, 
Hanes received his formal training with Roy Nuse  
at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. 
Hanes founded the Fine Arts Department in 1965  
and served as an artist-in-residence and art instructor 
at La Salle for more than 30 years before retiring in  
1992. He was also instrumental in founding La Salle’s 
Art Museum, along with colleague Thomas Ridington 
and then-University President Brother Daniel Burke, 
F.S.C., Ph.D., and served as an acquisitions adviser 
to the Art Museum.
A number of Hanes’ paintings, including a 
portrait of Br. Daniel, are part of La Salle’s Art 
Museum collection. His works have been shown 
at many prestigious national and international venues, including the Pennsylvania 
Academy of Fine Arts, the Palazzo dei Papi in Orvieto, Italy, and the National Academy 
of Design in New York. 
He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Teresa; his children, Paul, Nicole, and Jamie; 
and his grandchildren, Mark-Daniel Schwartz, Peter Schwartz, William Fisher, Lillibelle 
Hanes, and Leila Hanes. A sampling of his work can be seen at Jamesahanes.com.
In Memoriam: James A. Hanes La Salle Magazine
on the Go
Download the app to:
•  Share content with your friends  
and classmates.
• Search easily within an issue.
• Access new issues immediately.
Read this issue on your  
smartphone or tablet for free.
Visit us online at  
lasalle.edu/magazine.
LAMBDA CELEBRATES 80 YEARS ON CAMPUS
While the average lifespan of an independent 
fraternity is just six years, Sigma Phi Lambda recently 
celebrated eight decades. More than 200 alumni 
brothers returned to campus on May 30 for the 80th 
anniversary of La Salle’s first-ever fraternity, an 
independent. After Mass, a cocktail hour, and dinner, 
the alums formed a traditional Brothers’ Circle to sing 
the Brother’s Song, written and composed by Thomas 
Lynch, ’62. Many of the brothers also stayed for an 
after-party in the Union. 
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I n  M e m o r i a m
1 9 4 8  Bernard F. Rafferty, Ed.D. (B.A.)  
of Warrington, Pa., on Feb. 12, 2015.
1 9 5 0  William R. Johnson (B.S.) of Drexel 
Hill, Pa., on Jan. 23, 2015.
Jack C. Sheppard (B.S.) of Wenonah, N.J.,  
on Jan. 1, 2015.
1 9 5 1  James W. Finegan (B.A.) of Villanova, 
Pa., on March 13, 2015.
1 9 5 5  John E. Murray Jr., J.D., SJD (B.S.)  
of Pittsburgh, Pa., on Feb. 11, 2015.
1 9 5 6  John J. Haley (B.A.) of South 
Plainfield, N.J., on Oct. 18, 2014.
Martin G. Pendergast Sr. (B.S.) of 
Philadelphia, Pa., on Jan. 11, 2015.
Francis H. Sterling, M.D. (B.S.) of Havertown, 
Pa., on Jan. 18, 2015.
1 9 5 8  Charles J. Blount (B.S.) of Stratford, 
N.J., on Feb. 8, 2015.
1 9 5 9  Robert J. Szymendera (B.S.) of 
Holland, Pa., on Jan. 2, 2015.
1 9 6 0  Brother Edward Conway, F.S.C. (B.A.) 
of Lincroft, N.J., on Nov. 30, 2014.
Joseph J. Richardson (B.S.) of Warrington, 
Pa., on Oct. 7, 2014.
1 9 6 2  Francis M. Correll (B.S.) of 
Philadelphia, Pa., on June 11, 2014.
William P. Hyland Sr. (B.S.) of Mays Landing, 
N.J., on April 4, 2014.
Henry J. Norton (B.S.) of Point Mugu, Calif., 
on Dec. 29, 2014.
1 9 6 3  Victor G. Cimino, Ed.D. (B.A.) of 
Philadelphia, Pa., on June 20, 2014.
Lawrence M. Farnese (B.S.) of Drexel Hill, 
Pa., on Feb. 12, 2015.
1 9 6 4  Robert P. Davis (B.S.) of Lakewood, 
N.J., on July 19, 2014.
1 9 6 7   Edward A. O’Lone (B.S.) of 
Flourtown, Pa., on Nov. 27, 2014.
1 9 6 8  Kenneth S. Pers (B.S.) of 
Warminster, Pa., on Aug. 26, 2014.
1 9 7 0  John A. Coan Jr. (B.A.) of Forked 
River, N.J., on Nov. 22, 2014.
1 9 7 1  John F. Fairall Jr. (B.A.) of 
Minneapolis, Minn., on Nov. 5, 2014.
Anthony P. Neri (B.A., MCC ’08) of 
Philadelphia, Pa., on Dec. 31, 2014.
1 9 7 4  Carlo J. DiMarco, D.O. (B.S.) of 
Fairview, Pa., on Aug. 16, 2014.
Jeffrey Piccone (B.S.) of Egg Harbor City, 
N.J., on Aug. 28, 2014.
1 9 7 8  Daniel A. Pierro (B.S.) of Glenolden, 
Pa., on Feb. 18, 2015.
1 9 7 9  Andrew F. Kozak, Ph.D. (B.A.)  
of California, Md., on Oct. 15, 2014.
1 9 8 2  Mary Harrigan Kosherzenko (B.A.)  
of Barnegat, N.J., on May 25, 2014.
William F. Warrender (B.S.) of Warminister, 
Pa., on June 18, 2014.
1 9 8 3  Jane B. Danihel (BSN) of Laverock, 
Pa., on Sept. 3, 2014.
1 9 8 8  Sister Charlotte L. Lagnese, O.S.F. 
(M.A.) of Aston, Pa., on Jan. 13, 2015.
1 9 9 3  Joseph R. Blank (B.S.) of 
Feasterville, Pa., on Jan. 12, 2014.
1 9 9 8  Paul D. Goldhammer (B.A.) of Dover, 
Del., on Jan. 14, 2015.
WE WANT TO HEAR ABOUT YOU!
If you have news, we want to know! Complete this form and send to: Office of Alumni Relations,  
La Salle University, Box 830, 1900 W. Olney Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19141. Or update your  
information at lasalle.edu/updateyourinfo.
Name:  
Degree:     Class:  
Address:  
  This is a new address: 
City:   State:    ZIP Code:  
Phone:    Work Phone:   
Email:    Job Title:   
Name of Employer:  





We use several sources to gather  
information for Alumni Notes. If you  
prefer not to have information about  
you appear in La Salle Magazine  
or the newsletter, please let us know  
by checking this box: 
If you prefer not to have information you 
submit for Alumni Notes published on 
the magazine website, check this box: 











Special events and activities are planned for throughout the week of  
Oct. 3–9, 2015, culminating in Dr. Hanycz’s inauguration ceremony.
Highlights of the Inauguration Week will include:
INAUGURATION OF  
COLLEEN M. HANYCZ, PH.D. 
29TH PRESIDENT OF LA SALLE UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, Oct. 7—6:30 p.m.
Mass at Cathedral Basilica of  
Saints Peter and Paul, Philadelphia
Friday, Oct. 9—2:30 p.m.
Inauguration Ceremony,  
Hayman Center on La Salle’s Main Campus
